Tasmanian Heritage Council
Strategic Plan 2021/22 – 2025/26
(Reviewed 7 December 2021)

PURPOSE

To leverage and celebrate the value of Tasmania’s historic cultural heritage
Leadership, Integrity, Collaboration, Inventiveness, Passion

VALUES
Goal

GOAL 1:
Redefine the
Tasmanian
Heritage Register
as a living resource
In accordance with sections
7(1)(a) (b)
(c) (d) (e) (f) (g) & (h) of
the Historic Cultural
Heritage Act 1995

Strategic Priorities
(2021/22 – 2025/26)
Transform the Register into an
accurate, reliable, accessible,
searchable and user- friendly
digital resource
Together with TMAG lead the
development of Tasmanac as an
essential source for the stories
that bring Tasmania’s cultural
collections and registers to life

Initiatives
(2021/22)
Continue implemention of the strategic priorities of the
Registration Plan:
• Provide online access to the Heritage Register
through LIST, including rollout program/plan
• Develop THR Themes to aid searchability and
discoverability and as a step towards improved
representation in the Register
• Develop a registration guide that outlines the
Council’s expectations for entry datasheets in order
to support the sustainable delivery of new and
upgraded entries that reflect community interests
• Develop an Implementation Program to provide
enhanced searchability for the Heritage Register
Continue to work with TMAG and partners to finalise
development of Tasmanac
Once development is finalised, prepare a plan for distribution,
ownership, management, partnership links and the long-term
financial sustainability of Tasmanac

GOAL 2:
Lead and engage
with key
stakeholders and

Influence and shape recognition of
the social, economic, cultural and
environmental importance of
heritage

Engagement with stakeholders and partners based on the
sequential model: information  understanding 
appreciation  protection  investment.
Develop stakeholder engagement plans for property owners
with places in the Register, partners, local government and

Expected Outcomes and Outputs
(2021/22 – 2025/26)
• The Register is increasingly seen as an authoritative
repository of information on places of State historic
heritage significance
• Increased public access to the Register, via a boundary layer
in LIST, the THC website and Tasmanac
OUTPUTS –2021-22
• Confirm location and boundary details for the Heritage
Register as required to facilitate launch of the Online
Register through LIST
• Online Register made available through the LIST by Q2 2022
• Registration Guide finalised
• THR searchability framework (including Themes) –
implementation plan finalised and coding commenced
• Initial scoping – project to better recognize Aboriginal
historic heritage places and stories
• Stage 2 –Tasmanac - commence implementation and
active engagement with partner sites

• Sound engagement is maintained with key stakeholders
and communities of interest
• Community awareness of heritage is increased by
development and distribution of information on historic
heritage
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Goal
partners to shape
positive
outcomes

Strategic Priorities
(2021/22 – 2025/26)

Initiatives
(2021/22)

Lead and engage stakeholders
and partners to generate
sympathetic and sustainable
development outcomes

professional and sector organisations that:
• Increase positive engagement with property owners,
stakeholders and partners
•
Increase
collaboration with local government to help
In accordance with sections
7(1)(a) (b)
build capacity in managing local historic heritage
Encourage public and private sector
(c) (d) (e) (f) & (g) of the
• Harness the visitor economy and social lifestyle
Historic Cultural Heritage Act investment in heritage
investment in heritage places
1995
• Celebrate excellence in heritage management and
presentation through expanded promotion and
recognition

Support training providers to develop and deliver heritagebased training programs that increase heritage skill capability
and capacity in the building and construction industries
Pursue collaborations to enable the THC to evolve The Voice:
Reimagine Tasmanian Heritage to include a web toolkit to
enable and facilitate content creation and create an interface
that connects The Voice with Tasmanac
Republish Residential Solutions
Work collaboratively with the Aboriginal Heritage Council on
areas of common interest
Initiate a project to identify the ecosystem of Historic
Heritage, its interwoven threads and its economic and
intrinsic value to Tasmania

Expected Outcomes and Outputs
(2021/22 – 2025/26)
• Significant media events aligned with the release of the
digitised register
• Increased knowledge of heritage increases its appreciation
and support for its protection
• The social and economic value of historic heritage is better
appreciated.
• Increased private and public investment in heritage
OUTPUTS – 2021-22
• Stakeholder engagement plans developed and
implementation of actions commenced including:
− Map key players and partners
− Segment-based market research to understand
community/stakeholder/partner perception
− Email contacts of 75% of Register’s owners and
managers
• Explore options to support a Heritage category within the
HIA, Master Builders, awards and continued support of the
AIA.
• Scope out heritage skills workforce plan and begin
consultation with training providers
• Collaboration and resourcing found to progress The
Voice initiatives
• Residential Solutions published online
• Discussions continue with the Aboriginal Heritage
Council to explore areas of collaboration
• Project commenced to define the ecosystem of
Historic Heritage, to identify its direct and indirect
value and its pervasive threads across all corners of
Tasmania.
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Goal

GOAL 3:
Ensure Sound
Judgement &
Decision Making
In accordance with sections
7(1)(a) (b)
(c) (d) (g) (h) & (i) of
the Historic Cultural
Heritage Act 1995
Heritage Act 1995

Strategic Priorities
(2021/22 – 2025/26)

Initiatives
(2021/22)

Conduct internal reviews of decisions made in accordance
Ensure the Council and its
Committees operate in accordance with the Act
with the Act and make informed
statutory decisions
Develop a strategy with input from practitioners for the
improved identification, assessment and management of
places with archaeological values
Provide leadership for Whole of Government initiatives
relating to heritage

Expected Outcomes and Outputs
(2021/22 – 2025/26)
• Effective implementation of the Historic Cultural
Heritage Amendment Act 2019
• Statutory functions are supported by a sound,
contemporary and regularly reviewed policy
framework
• The Heritage Council makes a positive and collaborative
contribution to Whole of Government projects and
initiatives
OUTPUTS – 2021-22
• Ministerial Statement of expectation and Statement of
intent in place
• Review Act and provide further guidance on efficiencies
and red tape reduction
• In collaboration with the Archaeological Advisory Panel,
develop a strategy for the improved identification,
assessment and management of archaeological values
and review of Practice Note 2
• Policy for dealing with incoming applications for entry to
the THR
• Up-to-date published resources, meeting current
sector needs, available on website.
• Continued representative seat on PVEAC
• Increased collaboration with local government
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